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Abstract: As the treated water from offshore oil and gas production is discharged to the surrounding
sea, there is an incentive to improve the performance of the offshore produced water treatment,
to reduce the environmental pollutants to the sea. Regulations determine both the maximum
allowed oil concentration and the total annual quantity. It is reasonable to assume that when
better separation equipment or methods are developed, the regulation will become more strict,
and force other producers to follow the trend towards zero harmful discharge. This paper
develops and validates a hydrocyclone model to be used as a test-bed for improved control designs.
The modeling methodology uses a combination of first-principles to define model structure and
data-driven parameter identification. To evaluate and validate the separation performance, real-time
fluorescence-based oil-in-water (OiW) concentration monitors, with dual redundancy, are installed
and used on sidestreams of a modified pilot plant. The installed monitors measure the inlet and
outlet OiW concentration of the tested hydrocyclone. The proposed control-oriented hydrocyclone
model proved to be a reasonable candidate for predicting the hydrocyclone separation performance.
Keywords: hydrocyclone; modeling; separation efficiency; experimental validation; oil-in-water
measurements; droplet trajectories
1. Introduction
The world’s total primary energy supply is predicted to increase from 661.5 exajoules in 2019 to
960.8 exajoules in 2050, which is an increase of 45.2% or an annual growth of 1.2% [1]. Within the same
time frame, the Energy Information Administration has estimated that the crude oil production will
increase from 83.3 to 100.5 million barrels per day, which is an increase of 20.7% or an annual growth
of 0.6% [1]. While the growth of oil production is positive, it is less than the growth of the total primary
energy supply as the world gradually transitions to other energy sources. One of the most significant
environmental pollutants from the offshore Oil and Gas sector is the content of oil in the produced
water that is discharged to the sea. To reduce this pollutant, the offshore Oil and Gas industry and
research strive to improve the treatment of produced water. Being a successful pioneer in cleaner
operation gives incentive for laws and regulations to be stricter, which in turn forces other operators to
deploy more sustainable methods to comply with the stricter discharge limits. This involves process
optimization for both the control and plant design of the produced water treatment (PWT) train.
A common PWT train consists of a series of separation equipment, such as separator tanks, deoiling
hydrocyclones, gas floatation units, and sometimes membrane filtration units [2–4]. The simplified
overview of the typical oil and gas extraction process is shown in Figure 1. Each stage in the PWT train
reduces the oil-in-water (OiW) concentration. For offshore installations that operate with mature oil
fields, the OiW concentration of the PWT train is normally:
• 10% when entering the separator tanks [5,6],
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• 200–400 ppm when leaving the three-phase separation systems i.e., entering the hydrocyclone [4],
• Less than a monthly average of 30 ppm when discharged in OSPAR regions to comply with
regulations [7].
Hydrocyclone
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Figure 1. Schematical overview of a typical offshore separation train [8].
While these technologies provide sufficient oil and water separation for current regulation
requirements, a growing environmental concern will force regulations to become stricter [5].
The bulk separation occurs in the separator tanks using gravity, where the majority of gas,
oil, and water are separated by density difference. The oil and gas are sent to further processing,
and the water phase is sent to the PWT facilities for further purification before the produced water is
discharged to the ocean or re-used for re-injection purposes. The typical benefits of utilizing deoiling
hydrocyclones for PWT include:
• Linear throughput scalability as they can be coupled in parallel,
• Mechanical robustness due to no moving parts, except from associated control valves,
• Insensitivity to orientation [9],
• Small installation footprint, compared to membrane filtration or gravity-based separator
systems [10].
These benefits have caused hydrocyclone systems to be deployed in nearly 90% of current offshore
produced water treatment facilities [11–13]. The operating principle of a single liner in an offshore
deoiling hydrocyclone can be seen in Figure 2.
Inlet
oil & water mixture Underflow
cleaned water
Overflow
oily reject
Figure 2. Separation principle of a deoiling hydrocyclone.
As the fluid is introduced tangentially to the hydrocyclone body, it induces a rotating motion
inside the hydrocyclone. Similarly to how the separator tanks separate fluid by density difference in
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an acceleration field of 1 g, the hydrocyclones utilize rotating flow to increase the acceleration field
up to 2000–3000 g [10]. The terminal slip speed of oil droplets that are dispersed in water, Ud, can be
estimated by Stokes law,
Ud =
∆ρD2dT
2
18µr
, (1)
by substituting the acceleration factor with the centripetal acceleration, T2/r, whose direction is
towards the hydrocyclone center axis, where ∆ρ is the density difference between the oil and water,
Dd is the oil droplet diameter, µ is the dynamic viscosity of water, T is tangential speed, and r is the
radial position inside the hydrocyclone. Noteworthy discussions of Stokes law are done in [10,14].
The settling speed of oil droplets in this work is derived from the force balance
Fbuoyancy = Fgravity + Fdrag, (2)
using Stokes Law to describe Fdrag, such that Equation (2) becomes
1
6
πD3d∆ρg =
1
8
CdragD2dρwaterU
2
d , (3)
where the drag coefficient, Cdrag, of a sphere at Re < 0.1 can be defined as in [15] to be
Cdrag =
24
Re
, (4)
with the Reynolds Number from
Re =
ρwaterUdDd
µ
. (5)
Similarly to how the oil approaches the surface of the water in the separator tank, oil droplets
will migrate towards the center of the spinning axis, which forms what is commonly known as the
oil core. The oil core is extracted by the protruding overflow, also called the oil core finder, and is
pumped back to a previous stage in the separation train. The water is forced to the wall and continues
to the underflow apex, where the water is either further purified by systems such as floatation units,
or transported to ocean discharge or re-injection. The intention of the conical shape of the hydrocyclone
body is to facilitate a pressure gradient along the spinning axis so that oil located near the center will
move towards the overflow. To manipulate these hydrodynamics, the two outlet valves located at the
underflow and overflow, are used to manipulate the overflow and underflow flow rates and pressures.
As the deoiling performance directly relates to how much oil is discharged to the surrounding marine
environment, it is crucial to optimize.
Most developed control solutions strive to maintain a reference flow split, Fs, rather than some
defined cost function that includes separation efficiency and pressure drop [16]. Fs is defined as
Fs =
Qo
Qi
, (6)
where Qo is the overflow flow rate and Qi is the inlet flow rate. At small Fs, where Qi and the underflow
flow rate, Qu, are similar, it can be convenient to use the approximation
Fs ≈
Qo
Qu
. (7)
The pressure drop ratio, PDR, is commonly used as feedback for hydrocyclone control and
defined as
PDR =
∆Pio
∆Piu
=
Pi − Po
Pi − Pu
, (8)
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where Pi, Pu, and Po are the pressure at the inlet, underflow, and overflow, respectively. The direct
correlations between hydrocyclone pressure drops and flow rates, conveniently render Fs to be
monotonically increasing with PDR [16,17]. This relationship between PDR and Fs enables control
solutions to use PDR obtained through three pressure measurements instead of relying on flow rate
measurements, which are less reliable and more expensive than pressure measurements. The intention
of maintaining the reference split ratio in the first place is to achieve a reasonable or adequate separation
efficiency [11]. One occurring problem with the current control of the interconnected separation
systems is how the actuation of one valve affects the separation performance of multiple stages of
the combined separation train. One example of this is how the separator oil–water interphase control
affects the PDR control of the deoiling hydrocyclones [18].
When evaluating hydrocyclone separation performance, two metrics are commonly used. The first
metric is the concentration reducing separation efficiency
εred = 1−
Cu
Ci
, (9)
which describes the percentage of OiW concentration reduction from inlet to underflow, where Ci and
Cu are the volumetric OiW concentration at the inlet and underflow, respectively [19,20]. The second
metric is the oil removal efficiency
εoil =
CoQo
CiQi
= 1− CuQu
CiQi
, (10)
which describes the volumetric percentage of oil introduced at the inlet that exits the overflow [9,21].
Several parameters influence hydrocyclone separation performance, such as geometry, operating
conditions, and droplet size distribution [20,22]. Grade efficiency, Gtot(Dd), also called mitigation
probability, describes separation efficiency as a function of Dd and is a frequently used metric
to describe separation performance [20,23]. This grade efficiency is independent of droplet
size distribution at low OiW concentrations where droplet-droplet interactions are assumed
insignificant [23]. A theoretical droplet size of zero (zero settling speed) yields Gtot(0) = Fs. To account
for this, Gtot can be shifted down to start at zero, often referred to as reduced grade efficiency,
Gred, such that Gred(0) = 0% [24,25]. Generally, G appears as an S-shape with two horizontal
asymptotes [26,27].
One potential unintended decline in separation performance can be caused by how PDR and
ε are uncorrelated in specific operating conditions [16,28]. This incentivizes the need for control
solutions that utilize more direct predictions or measurements of ε. It is common to have three pressure
measurements Pi, Pu, and Po at the hydrocyclone inlets and outlets, and to have an overflow valve, Vo,
and an underflow valve, Vu, as shown in Figure 3.
Qi
Pu
Vu
Pub
Vo
PoPob
Pi
Qo Qu
Figure 3. Common instrumentation associated with a single hydrocyclone liner, where Pob and Pub is
the back pressure at overflow and underflow, respectively.
One of the key geometry design aspects is the trade-off between separation performance and
pressure drop. This trade-off derives from how an increase in flow rate causes both an increased
acceleration field and friction induced pressure drop. This is a significant design assessment,
as pressure drop can be considered the operational cost, i.e., an operator could instead of using
a single hydrocyclone system use two hydrocyclone systems in series, each with half the pressure drop.
One hydrocyclone design is superior over another design if:
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1. It has higher separation efficiency with the same pressure drop and flow rate, or
2. it has the same separation efficiency, but reduced pressure drop at the same flow rate.
However, additional investigation is required to declare a design superior if it has higher
separation efficiency, but also a higher pressure drop at the same flow rate and vice versa [23].
This work will consider a Colman/Thew-type hydrocyclone liner with the dimensions highlighted
in Figure 4.
β1/2
L1 L2 L3 L4
β2/2
Ai
Di
Dn
DuDo
S1
S2 S3 S4
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z4Z0
Figure 4. Simplified geometry of a single Colman/Thew-type hydrocyclone liner, where S is
hydrocyclone segment, L is segment length, Z is axial position, D is inner diameter, Ai is inlet area,
and β is cone angle.
The research done in [19,23,29–34] show how various geometry parameters can affect
hydrocyclone performance.
1.1. Hydrocyclone Separation Modeling
Hydrocyclones were introduced after World War II by the Dutch State Mines as a new tool
to separate dispersed solids from liquid, where some of the earliest most significant research was
done by [35] for separating solids from liquid [36]. Hydrocyclones were later adopted to the
offshore industry for liquid–liquid separation in the 1980s and currently deployed in a wide range of
industrial applications [37,38]. Since then, much hydrocyclone research has been conducted, especially
with the intent to predict various operational performance metrics, such as flow rates, Fs, PDR,
and G. Fundamental;
• empirical hydrocyclone studies have been done by [29,39,40], and
• mathematical hydrocyclone studies have been done by [41–45].
As hydrocyclones are now frequently used in various industries, it promotes research and
development for better hydrocyclone designs, operation, and control, as it leads to direct economic
or environmental benefits. Various approaches have been utilized for estimating hydrocyclone
performance, from CFD modeling (white-box) that solves the fluid dynamics in the discretized mesh,
to data-driven modeling (black-box) that focus on input–output behaviors often using either ARMAX
or machine learning.
1.1.1. White-Box Approaches
The general goal of the CFD studies is to achieve greater insight into the internal fluid
and separation mechanics and often with the purpose of optimizing geometrical parameters [46].
Interesting works with experimental validation are shown in [30,47] that list parameters and their
effect on the separation. Studies of the hydrocyclone flows are shown in [48] with promising recent
findings in [49]. As a result of these methods being computationally intensive, they are deemed
less suitable for control design. However, CFD models can be used to validate grey- and black-box
hydrocyclone models.
1.1.2. Black-Box/Data Driven Approaches
Black-box modeling often requires the fitting of model parameters to sets of input-output data.
This modeling approach requires minimal to no understanding of the system. Thus, the modeling
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methodology is general and can be applied for a variety of systems with reasonable accuracy. Common
approaches to model and control design of deoiling hydrocyclones are based on black-box methods due
to the complexity of the internal hydrocyclone flow [50,51]. The authors of [51] used first-order transfer
functions plus dead time (FOPDT) to estimate a hydrocyclone in a domain of operating conditions in
terms of overflow and underflow valve opening. Additionally, they showed that specific dynamical
features, such as gain and time constant, are dependent on operating condition and they often have
non-linear relationships. The work indicated that if FOPDT models are used, gain scheduling control
solution is required to account for variations in the operating condition. Key issues related to black-box
modeling of deoiling hydrocyclones for offshore PWT include:
• Good availability and quality of data, which often requires experiments to be performed on the
facility and is a general issue for big data analysis.
• Choosing a reasonable model structure, which requires the designers to have understanding and
experience of the facility system.
• Choosing a reasonable tradeoff between model complexity and computation time.
1.1.3. Grey-Box Modeling Approaches
Grey-box modeling is an approach to combine the first principle modeling (white-box approach)
and the data-driven (black-box approach) into one model framework, such that both the understood
knowledge and the available data can be utilized for developing a mathematical model. A typical
example is to choose a proper model structure according to the knowledge of the concerned system and
physics, after which the unknown model parameters can be identified via available data. Here, model
accuracy must be balanced with model computation time and robustness, according to the intended
use. To the authors knowledge some of the earliest mathematical models to determine Dd50 was
presented in 1961, which describe the diameter of a droplet that has a 50% chance of being separated
given the operating conditions [39]. An accurate model for migration probability using swirl intensity
for estimation of the axial, radial, and tangential velocity fields and based on oil droplet trajectories
are described in [52]. A method to estimate G(Dd), based on experimental tests, is proposed in [21].
A recent promising control-oriented model methodology is presented in [53], of an inline hydrocyclone
based on first-principles. With the objective to develop coordinated control solutions, this methodology
is conveniently compatible with holistic separation plant models, as shown in [54], which is a strong
example of how separation-based models can be used to improve the total performance of the plant.
The main contribution of this paper is a proposed approach to obtain a model of the
hydrocyclone separation performance, based on previous investigations and findings in [17,55,56].
Additional contributions of this paper include examples and considerations of how real-time
fluorescence OiW monitors can be used to measure and experimentally validate the separation
performance of the proposed hydrocyclone model and system.
2. Hydrocyclone Model Framework
This section defines the framework of the developed hydrocyclone model. The proposed
framework consists of a number of model blocks to differentiate between and identify the predominant
system mechanisms. The combined model is illustrated in Figure 5 and executes the following steps:
1. Estimate input and output flow rates based on the virtual flow resistance model (FRM).
2. Estimate carry phase velocity fields.
3. Estimate dispersed phase velocity fields.
4. Iterate trajectories of dispersed phase.
5. Evaluate rejection chance per dispersed phase size class.
6. Estimate separation efficiency given inlet dispersed phase size distribution.
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The combined model is based on previous work, where step 1 is described in [17], and steps 2–6
are described in [55] and further extended in [56].
Oil Droplet Trajectory Model
Σ
Σ
Virtual Flow
Resistance Model
FRM
Pi
Vu
Vo
∆ρ, Pub, Pob
∆Piu, ∆Pio, Fs 
Qo
Qu
Qi
Dd
vr
vz
φi
φu
εoil
T(r,Qi)
Uc(r,z)
W(r,z)
Ud(r,z)
Rd(Dd) G(Dd) εoil(φi)
Iterate Dd
Figure 5. Block diagram of the proposed hydrocyclone model, where T, Uc, and W are tangential,
radial, and axial velocity fields, respectively [17,55,57]. Rd is the starting radius of a critical droplet
trajectory. ϕi and ϕu are the inlet and underflow volumetric droplet size distribution, respectively.
The model is designed to estimate the hydrocyclone performance in a broad range of operating
conditions. The model is designed to be suitable for:
• Test-bed for controller design.
• Preliminary training for machine learning models.
• Performance evaluation.
• Fault detection and diagnosis.
• Alarm reasoning.
• Root-cause analysis.
The relatively low computational cost enables the model to generate large quantities of training
data for learning-based black-box models such as neural networks. As there are always modeling
errors, the black-box models can be trained in two stages: (1) training on large amounts of data
from the grey-box model and (2) training on data from the designated separation plant. This is
especially valuable as running and implementation on the designated separation plant can be
expensive and time-consuming. The model can be used as an indicator of the current separation
performance, which can also be achieved by measuring the OiW concentration before and after the
hydrocyclone. However, measuring real-time OiW concentration has limitations and might even prove
to be unreliable, as described in [58]. This idea can be extended to fault detection and diagnosis, alarm
reasoning, and root-cause analysis, as the model can be used to derive logical links between operating
conditions and their corresponding expected performance.
To fulfill these requirements, the model mechanics are generally derived from first principles
wherever computationally convenient, whereas the more complicated fluid dynamic behaviors are
described via simplified mathematical equations.
2.1. Virtual Flow Resistance
The first part of the model structure in Figure 5 is a virtual flow resistance model. The principle is
to define a simplified pressure drop network and solve it. The hydrocyclone is functionally decomposed
into three virtual flow resistances or orifice equations. The decomposition is illustrated in Figure 6.
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PiQi
Ri
RuRoVo VuPj Pu PubPoPob
Qo Qu
Figure 6. Virtual flow resistance network [17].
The main purpose of solving this pressure drop network is to achieve an estimate of Qu and
Qo with respect to different opening degrees of the control valves Vo and Vu. To solve the equations
the upstream pressure, Pi, and downstream back pressures, Pob and Pub, are provided by pressure
transmitters. The unknown virtual flow permeability constants: Ki, Ku, and Ko of the three virtual
orifices: Ri, Ru, and Ro in Figure 6 are obtained by regression on experimental data. The pressure
drops are estimated as
∆Pij = Pi − Pj =
(Qu + Qo)2
Ki
, (11)
∆Pju = Pj − Pu =
Q2u
Ku
, (12)
and
∆Pjo = Pj − Po =
Q2o
Ko
. (13)
Various different valve types and sizes are likely to exist on deoiling hydrocyclone systems, and to
accommodate this, the valve equation in this model framework can be substituted by another valve
system-specific model. The pressure difference over the valves are assumed as
Pu − Pub =
Q2u
(KVu Vu)2
(14)
and
Po − Pob =
 Qo
KVo1V
1
2
o
2 + Q2o
K2Vo2
. (15)
The pressure drop over Vo is decomposed into two terms: a variable and a fixed orifice equation.
The decomposition was done due to the relatively small diameter of the overflow pipe on the physical
pilot plant. The virtual flow resistance model is not complete, with Equations (11)–(15) with the five
unknowns: Qu, Qo, Pj, Pu, and Po, where
Qi = Qu + Qo . (16)
An equation that solves PDR can be formulated by substituting Equations (11)–(13),
into Equation (8)
PDR =
Pi − Po
Pi − Pu
=
KuKoQ2i + KuKiQ
2
o
KuKoQ2i + KoKiQ
2
u
. (17)
This defines PDR to be monotonically increasing with Fs, which is a tendency also observed in
literature [16,17].
2.2. Velocity Fields
With the flows and pressures defined, the spatial velocities can be estimated given known
hydrocyclone geometry. These velocity fields are time-averaged, time-invariant, and assume rotational
symmetric flow round the hydrocyclone’s center axis. The velocity at any point inside the hydrocyclone
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geometry can be described in three components: tangential, axial, and radial velocity, that are assumed
as functions of axial, z, and radial, r, location. The (r, z)-coordinate system has z = 0 at Z2, z increasing
towards the underflow, r = 0 at the center axis, and r increasing radially cf. Figure 4. When convenient
to do so, normalized radius will be used r̂ = r/Rz(z), where Rz(z) is the inner wall radius. This work
utilizes a pilot plant that includes a Colman/Thew-type hydrocyclone with the following dimensions;
Dn/D = 0.5, Ds/D = 0.25, Di/D = 0.175, Do/D > 0.05, L1/D = 1, L3/D = 15, β1 = 20◦, β2 = 1.5◦.
2.2.1. Tangential Velocity
The tangential velocity, T(r), describes how fast the fluid moves around the center axis and is
estimated as a function of r. As there are no moving parts or pumps, this spinning motion originates
from the fluid being introduced tangentially to the hydrocyclone body. The speed of the fluid at the
inlet can be described by the inlet flow divided by the inlet area
vi =
4 Qi2
πD2i
, (18)
where Qi is divided by two, as the inlet flow enters through two rotational-symmetrically placed
tangential pipes. The geometry of the pilot plant’s hydrocyclone is substituted into Equation (18)
to become
vi =
4 Qi2
0.352π(2Rz(0))2
. (19)
The swirling flow in a hydrocyclone can be characterized by a combination of two types of
vortices: an inner forced vortex and an outer free/semifree vortex [57]. The modeling done by [57]
proposes to model these two vortices by a modified Helmholz law,
T(r) =
viα(2Rz(0))n
rn
, (20)
where n ∈ [−1, 1] is a constant that describes how forced/free the vortex is, from −1 being forced to 1
being free, and α is a velocity loss coefficient due to imperfection.
Another approach is to define the swirling flow as a Rankine vortex, which describe the speed in
the two regions, using a characteristic radius, Rk, to define the border between the two vortex regions:
T(r) =

viα(2Rz(0))r
R2k
r ≤ Rk
viα(2Rz(0))
r r > Rk
. (21)
It should be noted that T(r) of the free and forced vortex approach viα(2Rz(0))/Rk when r → Rk.
An important note, regardless of whether using Helmholz law or Rankine vortex, is that the significant
separation occurs in the outer vortex region [57]. Therefore, the model accuracy in the outer region
is favored over accuracy near the axis center. It should be noted that Equations (20) and (21) are
time-invariant simplifications of the reality, and that hydrocyclones might generate and maintain
a proceeding vortex core during operation [59,60]. The proposed model utilizes Equation (20) for
estimating T(r) with its parameters defined in Section 4.
2.2.2. Axial Velocity
The axial velocity describes how fast the fluid moves towards the underflow. In normal operation,
this velocity distribution is characterized by being positive near the inner wall where the fluid moves
towards the underflow, and negative near the center axis where it moves towards the overflow.
All cross-sections orthogonal to the center axis in S2−4 have a circle with a specific radius where the
axial velocity is zero. These cross-sections must have an equal net flow rate assuming incompressible
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flow, as the fluid is unable to accumulate. This extrudes the circles of zero axial velocity into a truncated
cone or envelope of zero axial velocity. The radius of these circles of zero axial velocity is often referred
to as the locus of zero axial velocity [61]. As Rz(z) is a function of z, it is often convenient to define
the axial velocity distribution in normalized radius; r̂ = r/Rz(z) [55]. An experimental approach is
proposed by [57,62], that approximate the axial velocity distribution as a third order polynomial:
Y(r̂) = θ1 + θ2r̂ + θ3r̂2 + θ4r̂3 , (22)
where θ = [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4] is a set of constants. To get the axial velocity, W, at a given r̂, Equation (22)
must be scaled with the net cross-sectional flow rate. In [57], one θ is identified for a specific operation
condition. However, it is clear that θ changes dependent on operation conditions, which is proved
by the case where either Vu or Vo closes, causing Fs to change drastically and alter the velocity
distributions. This incentivized [56] to propose an analytic solution to θ based on four constraints:
1. Maximum axial velocity at the inner wall:
dY(r̂)
dr̂
∣∣∣∣
r̂=1
= 0 , (23)
constrains Y(r̂) to have a local extremum at the hydrocyclone inner wall [56]. This assumes no
boundary layer at the wall or that it is infinitesimal. In reality, this boundary layer exists as the
fluid speed approaches zero when r̂ approaches one. The slow speed in the boundary layer enables
“short-circuiting” of the oil droplets so that they creep along the wall towards the outlets without
experiencing separation. However, accounting for the boundary layer in Equation (22) adds more
complexity, which might introduce more problems/inaccuracies than it solves, as more constraints
are required. Additionally, the effects of the boundary layer are likely insignificant compared to the
separation that occurs in the remaining volume and not considered for this work.
2. Minimum axial velocity at the center axis:
dY(r̂)
dr̂
∣∣∣∣
r̂=0
= 0 , (24)
constrains Y(r̂) to have a local extrema at the hydrocyclone center axis [56]. This assumes that the
fluid shear stress, τ, is proportional to r̂, such that limr̂→0 τ = 0 [63]. Some cases have limr̂→0 dYdr̂
approximated as non-zero, as in [57], other cases have it approximated, simulated, or measured
as zero [32,47,52,64]. The difference of these two methods is likely small for the droplet trajectory
approach, as it mainly affect the velocity very close to the center axis, and becomes increasingly similar
with r̂.
3. Volume balance of the forward flow:
Q f or = 2π
∫ 1
R̂L
Y(r̂)r̂dr̂ , (25)
where Y(R̂L) = 0, Q f or = Qi + Qr, and R̂L =
RL
Rz . This is a mass balance on the outer flow region
which borders the envelope of zero axial velocity (r̂ = R̂L) and the hydrocyclone inner wall (r̂ = 1),
assuming incompressible flow. The forward flow is illustrated in Figure 7. The part of Q f or that
recirculates the hydrocyclone, Qr, is also present in the reverse flow, Qrev. The phenomenon of a
recirculation flow region as well as short circuit flow and how it is reduced by the length of the vortex
finder, are well described in [48,61,65].
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4. Volume balance of the reverse flow:
Qrev = −2π
∫ R̂L
0
Y(r̂)r̂dr̂ , (26)
where Qrev = Qo + Qr, formulates a mass balance on the inner flow region contained to be inside the
envelope of zero axial velocity and also illustrated in Figure 7. The minus sign converts the negative
flow rate from integration into being positive, as a result of this work’s flow definitions. As flow across
the envelope of zero axial velocity will be introduced later, these two mass balance constraints are only
evaluated at Z2, where z = 0.
Qfor
Qrev
Qi
Qr
Qr
Qo
Axial speed
RL^
Inner Wall
1
0 +_
Figure 7. Radial symmetric illustration of the axial velocity profile Y(r̂) from the center axis to the
inner wall of the hydrocyclone. Q f or is a sum of Qi and Qr. Qrev is a sum of Qo and Qr [56].
Axial mass balance is preserved with the 3rd and 4th constraint, such that
Qu = Q f or −Qrev = 2π
∫ 1
0
Y(r̂)r̂dr̂ , (27)
as
Qu = Qi + Qr − (Qo + Qr) , (28)
at all axial cross-sections. Additional to the four constraints is the definition of R̂L which implies
Y
(
R̂L
)
= 0 . (29)
With the four constraints defined, the expressions can be simplified by reducing the number of
equations and unknowns. As the 1st and 2nd constraint are assumed for all operating conditions,
they can be substituted into Equation (22) to reduce the number of unknowns needed to be solved
during operation. This implies that
θ1 = −θ4R̂3L +
3
2
θ4R̂2L , (30)
θ2 = 0 , (31)
and
θ3 = −
3
2
θ4 , (32)
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such that Equation (22) becomes
Y(r̂) = −θ4R̂3L +
3
2
θ4R̂2L −
3
2
θ4r̂2 + θ4r̂3 . (33)
The expression for Y(r̂) is substituted into Equations (25) and (26).
Some studies state that Qr scales with Qi [48,57,61]. One reason for this scaling is likely due to the
boundaries of the Qr volume, which is typologically similar to a torus, are exposed to friction from the
speed of the surrounding fluid. In the approximations of [57], Qu, Qo, and Y(r̂) are defined, such that
a relationship between the flows can be calculated. The recirculation rate, RR, is calculated in [56] to be
RR =
Qr
Qi
= 0.02 , (34)
which implies that
Q f or = (1 + RR)(Qu + Qo) (35)
and
Qrev = (1 + RR)Qo + RRQu . (36)
Equations (35) and (36) are substituted into Equations (25) and (26), respectively. With these
substitutions, Equations (25) and (26) remain with the two unknowns θ4 and R̂L, which are solved
in each prediction step during operation using Qu and Qo as inputs obtained from the virtual flow
resistance model. After Equations (25) and (26) are solved, θ4 and R̂L are substituted into Equation (22)
to get the axial velocity distribution for the current time step. As an example, Figure 8 shows how R̂L
changes as the flow rates change and indicates that R̂L is proportional to Qo/Qu.
Figure 8. Shows RL as function of Qu and Qo.
If computation time is too long, R̂L can be solved in a grid of flow combinations before operation,
and then interpolated during operation. An example of this grid is shown in Figure 8.
The flow regions in S3−4 are illustrated in Figure 9, vertical dashed line indicates the border
between the two segments, horizontal dashed line is R̂L throughout the length of the segments.
The definition of these flow regions derives from Equation (16). The three grey arrows on the left
in Figure 9 illustrate the mass balance in Equation (28). The total carry phase flow rate that crosses the
envelope spanned by RL is
QL = Qr + Qo , (37)
as Qr recirculates and Qo eventually exits the overflow. If QL is zero, the axial velocity of the carry
phase flow is
W(r, z) =
Y
(
r
Rz(z)
)
R2z(z)
, (38)
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which converts Y into absolute cylindrical coordinates of the (r, z)-plane. When QL is non-zero,
the contribution from Qr to the cross-sectional flow rate decreases with z, as illustrated as an
infinitesimal cell in Figure 10.
0
r [m]
Qi
Qr
Qo
Z2 Z3 Z4L3 L4
Rz(z)
RL(z)
Rz(Z4)
RL(Z4)
Qu
z [m]
Figure 9. Symmetric illustration of the flow inside S3−4. Qi eventually leaves the hydrocyclone through
the white region to the underflow or blue region to the overflow [56]. The grey region illustrates the
volume occupied by Qr.
Drain
dr
dz
W
UL Uw
A2
A1
Figure 10. Flow element with blue arrows representing flow. A portion of W is converted into radial
speed. The outgoing and ingoing velocities do not sum to zero as the bottom area, A1, and top area,
A2, of the flow element are different. However, the ingoing and outgoing flow rates sum to zero as
there is no accumulation.
Additionally, Qo is drained from Q f or into Qrev near the underflow. If assuming Qrev eventually
crosses the envelope spanned by RL, then the average radial velocity of the flow at the envelope is,
VL =
Qrev
AL
, (39)
where AL is the total area of the envelope spanned by RL:
AL = πR̂L
(
L3
(
Dn + Du
2
)
+ L4Du
)
. (40)
The draining does not only affect the flow fields at the envelope, and it is generalized to the rest
of the volume to define a radial speed contribution due to draining:
UL(r, z) = −VL
2πRL dz
2πr dz
∫ 1
r̂ 2πřY(ř)dř
Q f or
(41)
where the accent (ˇ) denotes a integration variable. Equation (41) is reduced to
UL(r, z) = −VL
RL
r
∫ 1
r̂ 2πřY(ř)dř
Q f or
, (42)
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which is a scaling of VL and illustrated in Figure 11, where the minus sign defines UL(r, z) to be
negative, i.e., moving towards the hydrocyclone center axis.
dz
VL
RL
r
Figure 11. Visualization of radial area scaling of VL.
When r = RL then |UL| = |VL|. When r = Rz then UL = 0. If |UL(r, z)| increases then |W(r, z)|
must decrease, when assuming incompressible flow. To apply this effect to Equation (38), an axial
speed scale due to the fluid moving across the envelope, Ws, is defined as:
Ws(z) = 1−
|VL2π
∫ z
0 RL(ž) dž|
Q f or
, (43)
where Ws ∈ [0, 1], such that Equation (38) becomes:
W(r, z) = Ws(z)
Y
(
r
Rz(z)
)
R2z(z)
. (44)
Ws = 1 when z = 0. Ws decreases with z. The formulation of W(r, z) is only valid for r ≥ RL.
This concludes W(r, z) at all points inside S3 and S4, where r ≥ RL.
2.2.3. Radial Velocity
It is common to estimate the radial velocity of the continuous phase as
Uw(r, z) =
−r
Rz(z)
W(r, z)tan
(
β2
2
)
, (45)
which accounts for β2 of S3 and satisfies continuity [35,56]. As the walls in S4 are parallel, Uw(r, z) = 0
everywhere in S4. The resulting radial velocity of the carry phase becomes
Uc(r, z) = Uw(r, z) + UL(r, z) , (46)
when accounting for the envelope drain. At the wall
Uc(Rz(z), z) = W(Rz(z), z)tan
(
β2
2
)
, (47)
and at the locus
Uc(RL(z), z) = Uw(RL(z), z) + VL . (48)
For all modeling purposes, the droplets follow the same velocity fields as the water, except for
one additional radial component by from settling speed via Stokes law
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Ud(r, Dd) = −
∆ρD2dT(r)
2
18µr
, (49)
where the minus sign directs this speed towards the hydrocyclone center axis. The radial speed of
oil droplets is then equal to Uc + Ud. The literature generally agrees that it is fair to assume that
Equation (49) is the only velocity difference between the carry phase water and the dispersed oil
droplets [23,57].
2.3. Droplet Trajectory
The combined velocity fields in tangential, axial, and radial direction for an oil droplet with size
Dd are summarized as vTvr
vz
 =
 T(r)Uc(r, z) + Ud(r, Dd)
W(r, z)
 . (50)
Computing the droplets trajectory following Equation (50) returns a helix-like line with varying
radius. As the number of rotations a droplet experiences is insignificant information for evaluating
whether the droplet leaves the underflow or overflow, angular position can be disregarded to reduce
computation. This reduces the relevant velocities to be axial and radial in the (r, z)-plane:[
vr
vz
]
=
[
Uc(r, z) + Ud(r, Dd)
W(r, z)
]
. (51)
Droplet trajectories can now be computed given an initial position in the (r, z)-plane by updating
the position using Equation (51) with appropriate time steps. A droplet is assumed to enter S3 in the
outer-most ring marked with Qi in Figure 9. A droplet is assumed separated and leaves the overflow
if its radial position becomes less than RL(z) and assumed not separated if its axial position exceeds
L3 + L4. Based on this assumption, the critical trajectory of a specific droplet size is defined as the
trajectory that crosses the point (RL(Z4), Z4) as shown in Figure 12. The critical trajectory has the
starting radial position at Z2 named Rd(Dd).
0
Droplet Trajectory
r [m]
Rz(Z2)
Rd(Dd)
RL(Z2)
RL(z)
Rz(z)
β2
Dd
Rz(Z4)
RL(Z4)
z [m]
Z4Z3Z2
L4L3
Figure 12. Upper half cross-section of S3 and S4 with critical trajectory for droplet with diameter Dd in
(r, z)-plane.
It is assumed that a droplet with size Dd that
• starts outside Rd(Dd) will leave the underflow, or
• starts inside Rd(Dd) will leave the overflow.
Some of the droplets will be separated by simply splitting the inlet flow. This is illustrated by the
Qo region in Figure 9. This is relevant for definition of separation efficiency, as in Equations (9) and (10).
Rd(Dd) is found by computing the critical trajectory starting from (RL(Z4), Z4) using negative time
steps. Rd needs to be found for a range of droplet sizes, as droplet size is a distribution. This can be
done by computing Rd(0), and then increase the droplet size in discrete increments, until Dd100 is found
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when Rd(Dd100) ≥ Rz(Z2). By this definition, droplets larger than Dd100 will always be separated. As a
result, trajectories with droplets larger than Dd100 are not computed.
2.4. Grade Efficiency
It is convenient to utilize the definition of Rd when estimating G, as Rd(Dd) establishes the notion
of whether a droplet becomes separated or not, given the droplets starting point. The remaining
question becomes; what is the distribution of droplet trajectory starting positions? Some studies have
the droplets to be uniformly distributed in the area of a hollow disk with minimum radius RL(0) and
maximum radius Rz(0) at the start of S3 [57]. G is in that case a ratio between the area of the hollow
disk from Rd(Dd) to Rz(0) and the area of the hollow disk from RL(0) to Rz(0), such that
Garea(Dd) =

πRd(Dd)2−πRL(0)2
πRz(0)2−πRL(0)2
if Dd ≤ Dd100
1 otherwise .
(52)
However, consider a unit starting area that has twice the axial velocity of another unit starting area.
This unit of area would then have twice the amount of fluid passing through. With the assumption
that droplets are uniformly distributed in volume, Equation (52) must be updated to account for how
the axial velocity is distributed across the hollow disk from RL(0) to Rz(0):
Gvol(Dd) = 1−
2π
∫ 1
Rd(Dd)
Rz(0)
r̂Y(r̂)dr̂
Qi
. (53)
It should be noted that
Gvol(0) = 1−
Qu
Qi
=
Qo
Qi
= Fs , (54)
which represent the amount of droplets removed by simply splitting the flow. If ϕi is known, then ϕu
can be found by
ϕu = Gvol ϕi . (55)
It should be noted that ϕu does not sum to one in Equation (55) but rather εoil , which can be useful
for performance evaluation purposes. The majority of ϕi is commonly 5–60 µm [22,57].
2.5. Total Efficiency
The efficiency defined in Equations (9) and (10) depends on G and ϕi. The total volumetric
percentage of inlet oil that leaves the overflow can be calculated as
εoil =
∫ ∞
0
Gvol(Dd)ϕi(Dd)dDd . (56)
As Gvol = 1∀Dd > Dd100 , Equation (56) can be divided into two terms
εoil =
∫ Dd100
0
Gvol(Dd)ϕi(Dd)dDd +
∫ ∞
Dd100
ϕi(Dd)dDd . (57)
The downside of this estimation of εoil is that it requires a known ϕi. In the cases where ϕi is not
available, specific points on Gvol can be used as a performance indicator, such as Dd50 defined by
Gvol(Dd50) = 50% , (58)
which is the diameter of a droplet which has a 50% chance of leaving the overflow given the current
operation conditions.
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3. Hydrocyclone Model Parameters and Operation
The parameters for the model can be classified based on how they are obtained. These parameters
are found once, as a part of the initialization, and are from: fluid properties, hydrocyclone design
specifications, estimations, or empirical studies.
3.1. Geometrical Parameters
These parameters are either provided by the manufacturer of the hydrocyclone or directly
measured. As these lengths are internal, they can be inconvenient to directly measure without
disassembly. The geometrical parameters are: Di,n,u, L3,4, and β2. These parameters are assumed to be
constant throughout the operation. However, especially the diameters may change slowly over time
due to sand erosion or sediment deposition.
3.2. Estimated Parameters
Some parameters require a data set of measured Pi,u,o,ub,ob and any two measurements of Qi,u,o to
be estimated. These parameters are from the virtual flow resistance model: Ki,u,o,Vu ,Vo1,Vo2. It should be
noted that the pressure measurements can also be fulfilled using pressure difference measurements over
the valves and the hydrocyclone. Additionally, the structure of Equation (14) and (15) can be changed
to accommodate valve characteristics, which for this work included the parameters: KVu ,Vo1,Vo2.
3.3. Empirical Parameters
These parameters are used in estimating the velocity fields, and are: α, n or Rk, and RR.
These parameters could be estimated, but they require either sophisticated simulation or intrusive
measurements to be obtained. The complete list of model parameters is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of model parameters.
Symbol Value Unit Source Method
Fluid Parameters:
ρoil 850
kg
m3 - Look-up
ρwater 999
kg
m3 - Look-up
µwater 1.002 · 10−3 kgm·s [63] Look-up
Geometrical Parameters:
Rz(Z2) 10 mm - Manufacturer
Rz(Z3) 5 mm - Manufacturer
β2 1.5 ◦ - Manufacturer
L2 0.382 m - Manufacturer
L3 0.6 m - Manufacturer
Estimated Parameters:
Ki 437 L
2
bar·s2 [17] Regression
Ku 4219 L
2
bar·s2 [17] Regression
Ko 0.264 L
2
bar·s2 [17] Regression
KVu 31.346
L2
bar·s2 - Regression
KVo1 1.842
L2
bar·s2 - Regression
KVo2 0.9856
L2
bar·s2 - Regression
Empirical Parameters:
α 0.5 - [57] with [23] Laser Doppler anemometry
n 0.65 - [57] with [23] Laser Doppler anemometry
RR 0.02 - [56] with [57] Mass balance
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This concludes the model structure and its associated parameters.
4. Experiment Facility
This section describes the experimental setup used for model validation. The testing facility used
for this work is based on the pilot plant described in [66]. The hydrocyclone subsystem of the plant
was modified to obtain better OiW concentration measurements by complying with good sampling
practices compared to [67]. An illustration of the modified hydrocyclone subsystem of the pilot plant
can be seen in Figure 13.
Hydrocyclone
Supply Tank
Discard Return
Pi
Pu
Po
VRVD
Qis
Ci1
Ci2
Vo
Qi
Qo Qu
Qus
Cu1
Cu2
Vus
Vub
Vi
Vis
WP
Vu
Figure 13. Pipeline and instrumentation diagram of the hydrocyclone subsystem of the pilot plant.
The modified subsystem is a commonly used hydrocyclone setup with underflow and overflow
valves, with sidestreams located on the inlet and underflow stream. In this setup, each sidestream
is equipped with two OiW monitors, a flow meter, and a control valve. The inlet sidestream is
configurable to return the flow to the mainstream by opening VR and closing VD or to discard the flow
to the supply tank by opening VD and closing VR. In this subsystem, all control valves are Bürkert
8802-GD-I pneumatic valve systems. The feed pump, WP, is a Grundfos CRNE 5-9 centrifugal pump.
Two Milton Roy Mixing HELISEM VRP3051S90 mixers continuously stir fluid in the supply tank,
which consists of a non-detergent SAE30 Midland oil and filtered tap water emulsion. The critical
measurements for this experiment include two Turner Design TD-4100XDC fluorescence-based OiW
monitors at the sidestreams of the hydrocyclone inlet to measure Ci and on the underflow to measure
Cu. These monitors were used and calibrated similarly to [68]. Three Rosemount electromagnetic
flow meters are located at the inlet and underflow as well as underflow sidestream to measure Qi, Qu,
and Qus. A Coriolis flow meter is used to measure Qis Pressure transmitters are deployed at various
locations to measure all the relevant pressures of this system. Features gained from the subsystem
modification includes:
• Vertical sampling.
• Facilitate flow or delta pressure control.
• Interchangeable sampling probes.
• Redundant OiW monitors.
• Short distance from the probes to the OiW monitors.
The lighter phase tends to settle at the top of horizontal pipes and will create a vertical
concentration polarization, which may cause unfair sampling. This polarization effect is eliminated by
vertical sampling. The manufacturer of the OiW monitors states that the sidestream flow rate must
be maintained in the range of 1–3 L/min. To facilitate this, the sidestream valves Vis and Vus can
be actuated by a controller using the measured sidestream flow rate from Qis and Qus as feedback.
The control of the sidestream valves also enables the sidestream flow to be sampled isokinetically at
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the sample probe. Two OiW monitors were installed at each sidestream to have redundant comparable
OiW concentration measurements. This is a desired feature, as several effects can cause an OiW
monitor to become unreliable. As it is normal for fluid to travel at a much slower velocity in the
sidestream compared to the mainstream, the length from the probe to the OiW monitor introduces
significant delay. To reduce this effect, the OiW monitors are located immediately after the probes,
such that the travel length from the probe to the first monitor is ∼20 cm.
To enable flow through the sidestreams, the valves Vi and Vub can be choked to generate delta
pressure over the sidestreams. This delta pressure can be considered the operational cost of utilizing
sidestreams. The inlet sidestream modes are:
• Return: this mode returns the flow to the mainstream and can be considered less intrusive as
it does not subtract/drain flow from the mainstream. Delta pressure cost is high as a result of
choking Vi.
• Discard: this mode discards the flow to the supply tank and is operationally cheaper as the
pressure difference is sufficient and allows Vi to be fully open. However, if the sampling is
unfair, i.e., it extracts a higher or lower OiW concentration than the mainstream, the mainstream
concentration will be affected.
5. Experiment Design
The purpose of the experiments was to validate the performance of the proposed hydrocyclone
model. Different from [56], the experiment was specifically designed to avoid the flow dependencies
of the OiW monitors, as described in [58]. The experiments are divided into three types, where the
first type relates to deploying the OiW monitors, the second type relates to preparing the system for
the circulation of the OiW mixture, and the third type relates to designing validation experiments for
the proposed grey-box model.
5.1. Preparing Real-Time OiW Measurements
Online fluorescence-based OiW monitors were used for all the executed experiments to measure
Ci and Cu to provide a real-time estimate of ε. Good practices for general online monitoring of OiW
are described in [69]. The four OiW monitors’ sensitivities were adjusted, such that half of the output
range was ∼250 ppm, which sets up the monitors to measure OiW concentrations from 0–500 ppm.
As the setup uses filtered tap water as the water phase, the four OiW monitors were calibrated using
the filtered tap water, according to the manufacturer’s recommendations of using the carry phase as
the blank sample. To identify the calibration curve, 18 points were collected by injecting six samples
of known concentrations three times into each of the four OiW monitors. The known concentrations
were 0, 10, 25, 100, 250, and 400 ppm. The linear calibration curve that translates relative fluorescence
units RFU into ppm was identified using least squares regression.
Previous works that investigated the performance of the OiW monitors concluded a set
of operational variables that affect the concentration measurement of the chosen OiW monitor,
without necessarily altering the mainstream OiW concentration and thus leads to unfair OiW
measurements [58]. To avoid affecting the OiW measurement unfairly, the experiments are
recommended to comply with these restrictions:
1. Sidestream flow rates within manufacturer limits.
2. Constant pump speed.
3. Constant mainstream flow rate.
To comply with the first restriction, Vis was manipulated by a controller that uses Qis as feedback
to maintain a constant flow rate of 1.5 L/min. Similarly, Vus was manipulated by a controller that uses
Qus as feedback to maintain a constant flow rate of 1.5 L/min. Additionally, Vi and VD were fully open
and VR was fully closed to facilitate higher mainstream flow rates.
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5.2. Preparing System Mixture
The purpose of this experiment was to prepare a mixture in the supply tank that emulates a
realistic inlet concentration for deoiling hydrocyclones in normal operation. Oil was added to the
supply tank, and continuously stirred by the mixers, while the system recycled the mixture. Vo was
closed to disable separation effects from the hydrocyclone. Experiment settings:
• WP was running constantly at 100% speed.
• Vub was manipulated by a controller that uses Pub as feedback to maintain a constant pressure of
2.75 bar.
• Vu was fully open.
• Vo was closed to disable hydrocyclone separation effects.
This experiment was executed several times, with various durations between from 1–5 h,
to investigate the long term variations of measured OiW concentration. To investigate the OiW
concentration during different time scales, the OiW concentration was observed hourly and daily,
after adding oil, and after periods of inactivity.
5.3. Model Performance Experiments
The purpose of this experiment was to compare the estimated εoil from measurements and
the model. A short and long grid experiment were performed with a similar approach as in [17].
The purpose of the short grid experiment was to get an understanding of the OiW concentration
measurements, the various settling times, and transient responses. The purpose of the long grid
experiment was to get a higher resolution grid with a longer time allocated for initialization and the
various valve steps. With these recommended operational constraints, the short grid experiment was
designed such that:
• WP was constantly running at 100% speed.
• Vub was manipulated by a controller that uses Pub as feedback to maintain a constant pressure of
2.75 bar.
• Vu had a constant opening percentage during each segment.
• Vo was stepped from 0.5% to 97% open with a total of 15 steps maintaining each step for 35 s.
• The sensor outputs, from the last 10 s of each step, were averaged to obtain the steady state values.
• The first step was maintained for an additional 100 s to function as initialization that allows the
system to reach steady state.
• Before and after the stepping time-window, Vo was closed, and the hydrocyclone was bypassed
for a time-window of 180 s, where no separation occurs.
This stair-case-like segment was executed 11 times, each with a different opening of Vu from 25%
open to 97%. The duration of one segment of this experiment was 180 s + 100 s + 15(35 s) + 180 s =
985 s. The long grid experiment was designed similarly, but with the following differences:
• The time-windows of no separation were 300 s instead of 180 s.
• The first step was maintained for an additional 400 s instead of 100 s.
• Each Vo step was maintained for 40 s instead of 35 s.
• 24 h prior to running the long grid experiment, additional oil was added, and the mixers engaged
to continually stir at constant speed.
The duration of one segment of this experiment was 300 s + 400 s + 15(40 s) + 300 s = 1600 s.
6. Results
This section describes the results obtained from the designed experiments. The experiment results
are divided into the same three types as the experiment design. Firstly, this section will describe
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calibrating the OiW monitors and validating the OiW monitors’ performance, then provide examples
from running the system and observing how the measured OiW concentration changes, and finally,
this section compares the model’s predictions to the experiment’s measurements.
6.1. Preparing Real-Time OiW Measurements
The obtained calibration curves based on data from injecting known OiW concentrations into the
four OiW monitors can be seen in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. The four oil-in-water (OiW) monitors calibration curve obtained by least square regression
and the known samples used to identify them.
Even though the four calibration curves are different, they align well with their individual data
points, i.e., the same known injected concentration is likely to be read as four different RFU values,
but four very similar ppm values.
6.1.1. Validate Calibration Curve
After running the system for a week with more than 20 h of recirculating the supply tank OiW
mixture, it was of interest to validate the calibration by injecting a known OiW concentration into
all of the four OiW monitors. To do this, the OiW monitors were removed from the flow loop and
injected with a mixture of 0 ppm blank sample, followed by a mixture of 250 ppm. The measured OiW
concentrations during this experiment are shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. The four OiW monitors injected with 0 ppm at ∼250 s then 250 ppm after ∼1250 s.
The four monitors’ measured ppm were reasonable and similar for the injected mixtures.
However, the output of Ci1 was less than the three others for the injected mixture of 250 ppm.
After flushing the sidestreams by fully opening Vis and Vus, and closing Vub, the low reading was no
longer observed.
6.1.2. OiW Location Switching
During recirculation of the mainstream flow without separation effects by having Vo closed,
it is expected that the four OiW monitors output similar values. However, there was a significant
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discrepancy between the four OiW measurements, where the largest difference was between the inlet
and the underflow OiW monitors.
To test if this was due to faulty calibration, two of the OiW monitors were physically switched,
such that the monitor that measured Ci2 now measures Cu2 and vice versa. Figure 16 shows the four
measured concentrations prior to and after physically switching the two monitors.
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(a) Prior to physically switching the OiW monitors.
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(b) After physically switching the OiW monitors.
Figure 16. Concentration measurements doing no separation prior to and after physically switching
the OiW monitors measuring Ci2 and Cu2.
It should be noted that the experiment in Figure 15 was performed prior to switching, but after
the experiment in Figure 16a. There was no addition nor removal of oil between the experiments in
Figure 16a,b. It should also be noted that the post switching experiment was executed two days after
the prior switching experiment.
6.2. Preparing System Mixture
This section is dedicated to preparing a fair inlet concentration to the hydrocyclone system.
6.2.1. Long Term Concentration Settling
A common observation from running this experiment was that, after adding oil to the mixture
in the supply tank, the measured OiW concentration immediately increased to some value but then
continued to decrease over time for up to 7 h before settling. To avoid unmixed oil to enter the
sidestreams, and potentially foul the view cell, the mixture was recycled for 1 h using only the
mainstream, while Vis and Vus remain closed. An example of how the OiW concentration decreased
over time is shown in Figure 17, where the experiment started after 1 h of mainstream recirculation.
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Figure 17. Slow settling of the mixture in the supply tank. During this experiment Vo toggles from
fully closed to fully open every 100 s.
Vo was toggled from fully open to fully closed every 100 s to investigate all four OiW
concentrations during no separation when Vo is closed, as well as introducing the OiW mixture
to the overflow pipes.
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6.2.2. Dead Volumes
Every T-junction that allows reconfiguration and every pipe section with dead ends creates
unintentional volumes where the flow speed is zero. This potentially allows droplets to settle over time.
A change in the mainstream flow rate can cause these dead volumes to either deposit or release resting
oil, leading to unintentional correlation effects between flow rate and measured OiW concentration.
Even though Vo can be closed, the piping at the overflow could potentially deposit significant amounts
of oil. To investigate this effect, a direct connection between the inlet and underflow was made and
tested, as seen in Figure 18.
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Figure 18. Mainstream flow toggling between hydrocyclone with closed overflow valve and direct
pipe connecting the inlet to the underflow every 120 s, starting with the hydrocyclone with closed
overflow from 0–120 s.
To ensure the same flow rate through both configurations, with WP running at 100% speed, Vi
was fully open when operating the hydrocyclone and 48% open when bypassing the hydrocyclone.
During this experiment, the measured inlet OiW concentration remained similar, while the measured
underflow OiW concentration was generally 10 ppm lower when operating the hydrocyclone.
6.2.3. Common Sidestream
To test all four OiW monitors measuring the same OiW mixture, Cu1 and Cu2 were connected
in series with Ci1 and Ci2. This was physically done by connecting a hose between the output of the
monitor measuring Ci2 and the input of the monitor measuring Cu1. The measured OiW concentration
from all four OiW monitors during this experiment is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. All four OiW monitors configured to be on a single sidestream.
As the four monitors share a common sidestream, they are expected to measure identical OiW
concentrations. It should be noted that the height difference between the start and end points of the
hose connection is about −1.5 m, as a result of the facility’s design. During the experiment, Ci1 was
similar to Cu2 and Ci2 was similar to Cu1. The observed difference between these two similarities is
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∼10 ppm. As the four OiW monitors are in series, the highest absolute pressure is at Cu1 and the lowest
pressure at Cu2. Additionally, all four OiW monitors share the same sidestream flow rate. In terms
of height, the monitors measuring Ci1 and Cu1 are equal and the monitors measuring Ci2 and Cu2
are equal.
6.3. Model Performance Experiments
This section compares the measured and predicted system variables. The first part presents the
measured and predicted values of a segment in the short grid experiment by observing time series,
and the last part presents the measured and predicted steady state values of the long grid experiment.
6.3.1. Short Grid Experiment
An abrupt change in Cu is observed when the hydrocyclone is toggled to be bypassed at 180 s and
805 s, as seen in Figure 20. This indicates that separation occurs inside the hydrocyclone and that this
requires a positive non-zero opening of Vo. At the no separation time-windows from 0–180 s and from
805–985 s, all of the OiW monitors should ideally output identical ppm values. In these time-windows,
the underflow concentration measurements are ∼25 ppm higher than the inlet measurements. During
the Vo stepping time-window from 280–805 s, there is only a small 10 ppm change in measured
underflow OiW concentration, as seen in Figure 21, and the largest difference in measured underflow
OiW concentration occur from zero to the smallest non-zero Vo opening.
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Figure 20. Valve openings, pressures, flow rates, and OiW concentrations during a segment of the grid
experiment with Vu = 37.5% open and WP = 100% speed. The hydrocyclone is bypassed from 0–180 s
and from 805–985 s to provide a time-window before and after the stepping where no separation occurs.
The first step of Vo is held from 180–280 s to settle the system, and from here Vo increases in opening
every 35 s.
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Figure 21. Stepping time-window where Vo steps from 0.5–97% open. As Vo opens, Fs increases, Cu
decreases, and εoil increases as Ci is nearly constant. The model is given five different log-normal
inlet droplet size distributions during this experiment with mean values from 17–19 µm and all with
variance 0.0005 µm2.
It should be noted that the mean inlet droplet size has a considerable impact on the model’s
estimated εoil . If a small mean droplet diameter causes εoil to be reduced, and implicitly, a larger mean
droplet size causes the model’s estimated εoil to be increased. Therefore, it is not the absolute value of
εoil that should be compared, but rather, the trends.
In conclusion, the OiW monitors’ output agreed in pairs, i.e., the two inlet measurements are
similar, and the two underflow measurements are similar. The measured OiW concentrations in
the system have significant long term settling, that must be addressed or accounted for when using
these measurements.
6.3.2. Long Grid Experiment
The measured flow rate at the inlet and overflow, during the long grid experiment, are shown in
Figure 22a,b, respectively.
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Figure 22. Steady state flow rates as function of valve openings.
Qi was observed to be significantly dependent on Vu, and that both Vu and Vo affect Qo. The PDR
from the three pressure measurements Pi, Pu, and Po are shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23. Steady state PDR achieved from measurements.
The estimated εoil from measurements can be seen in Figure 24a and is generated using
εoil = 1−
Cu1+Cu2
2 Qu
Ci1+Ci2
2 Qi
, (59)
with measurements from the six sensors: Ci1, Ci2, Cu1, Cu2, Qu, and Qo. It should be noted that the first
step of the 11 segments, was discarded due to the actual opening of Vo being inconsistent at openings
<0.6%, rendering the resulting grid 11-by-14.
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(a) Steady state εoil achieved from measurements.
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(b) Steady state εoil achieved from model.
Figure 24. Steady state εoil as function of valve openings.
Notably, this estimation does not require the knowledge of droplet size distributions, as it is based
on measured OiW concentrations. The time periods before and after the stepping time-window were
used to find the average offset between the OiW concentration measurements at the inlet and underflow
of each segment. This offset was applied to the underflow OiW concentration measurements, such that
inlet and underflow OiW concentrations were similar during no separation.
The highest εoil from measurements appears as if it has a maximum, as observed in Figure 24a.
This does not occur with the model as seen in Figure 24b, where εoil approaches a plateau as
Vu increases.
Estimated εoil from measurements and the model can also be compared as a function of Qi and
PDR as shown in Figure 25.
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(b) Steady state εoil achieved from model.
Figure 25. Steady state εoil as function of inlet flow rate and PDR.
Every valve combination from the long grid experiment is represented by black dots and the
color-indicator presents the εoil in Figure 25. Generally, the measurements and the model share similar
tendencies, with Qi being an important variable for εoil . There is also a slight tendency that higher
PDR leads to higher εoil , but this trend is significantly weaker than the effect of Qi on εoil .
7. Discussion
This section discusses the results obtained from the designed experiments and the model’s
performance. This discussion is divided into three parts. Firstly, this section will discuss the use and
calibration of the OiW monitors, then the issues related to the OiW mixture in the system, and finally
the model’s prediction performance.
7.1. OiW Measurement Considerations
A general and comprehensive overview of the issues related to measuring OiW concentration
using fluorometry is described in detail in [58]. This section will address the calibration and
validation thereof.
As observed in Figure 14, the variation in RFU of each standard OiW concentration is relatively
small for each individual monitor, with the main difference being the slope, which is a result of the
position of each OiW monitor’s sensitivity screw. As the obtained calibration curves translate RFU into
ppm, their respective RFU values are allowed to be different, as long as the RFU of injected standard
OiW samples cause the OiW monitors to output the same ppm value.
In order to validate the calibration, the monitors were injected with filtered tap water followed
by an OiW sample of 250 ppm. The output of Ci2, Cu1, and Cu2, are close to the 250 ppm, while Ci1 is
∼30 ppm below the target as seen in Figure 15. However, this OiW monitor did reach 0 ppm when
the blank was injected, which could indicate that its view cell was in a cleaner state than the others.
The lower reading of Ci1 could also be due to sample uncertainty of the produced 250 ppm sample.
In other experiments, Ci1 and Ci2 are generally in good agreement, such as in Figure 19.
Figure 16a shows that the measured inlet OiW concentration is higher than the underflow during
the experiment. The difference in the measured OiW concentrations are likely due to the effects listed
in Section 7.2, as the OiW monitors had been proven capable of outputting similar OiW concentrations
in Figure 15. To obtain additional validation of calibration, the monitors measuring Ci2 and Cu2
were physically switched and then tested, as seen in Figure 16b. During this experiment, the two
underflow OiW monitors are in good agreement, but they are now higher than the measured inlet
OiW concentrations. The concentration from the two inlet monitors has dropped ∼100 ppm between
the two experiments, and the underflow OiW concentration measurement has increased 20–30 ppm.
These differences are very likely due to a combination of the effects listed in Section 7.2. However,
as the inlet and underflow OiW monitors agree in pairs, the calibrations are deemed acceptable.
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7.2. Preparing System Mixture
Multiple effects have been considered to affect the OiW measurements in the experimental setup
other than the separation effects of hydrocyclone, such as
• Oil accumulating or being freed from surfaces.
• Oil accumulating or being freed from dead volumes.
• Fouling and cleaning of the OiW monitors’ view cell.
• The natural separation versus forced mixing in the supply tank.
• The effects of using T-junctions as sidestream sampling probes.
• Variations in shearing causing variations in droplet size distribution.
• Contamination and microbiological growth.
These listed effects may cause the measured OiW concentrations of the sidestreams to diverge
from the true OiW concentrations of the mainstream. In Figure 17, the measured OiW concentration
slowly decreases and has not settled after more than 3 h plus 1 h of mainstream circulation. The OiW
concentration in the underflow, when Vo is open, remains constant at ∼30 ppm during the experiment
in Figure 17, which indicates that a significant portion of the oil leaves through the overflow. The slow
OiW concentration decline could indicate that the oil is slowly being deposited in the system until
an equilibrium is reached at the given flow rate. The deposit of oil could potentially be on all system
surfaces in contact with the mixture and in the dead volumes of the system’s flow loop. It should
also be noted that the measured underflow OiW concentration is higher compared to the inlet during
the periods of no separation, which is suspected to be caused by the OiW monitors’ different states
of fouling. In Figure 18 the difference between the direct connection to the underflow and using
the hydrocyclone with closed Vo is seen. The inlet concentrations are relatively steady at ∼270 ppm
while the concentration measured at the underflow drops ∼10 ppm whenever the hydrocyclone is
used compared to the hose, which could indicate that the closed-off overflow pipe section could be
considered as a dead volume. In Figure 19, all four OiW monitors have been connected in series
with a hose connecting Ci2 to Cu1. In this experiment, the OiW monitors agree in pairs, but this time
Ci1 is similar to Cu2 and Ci2 similar to Cu1, where the difference between the two groups is 10 ppm.
The monitors generally agree, which indicates that the general tendency of the measured underflow
concentration being higher than the inlet, could be caused by the system and not the OiW monitor
view cell fouling state.
During all the experiments, the flow was turbulent in the vertical pipe segments where the
sidestream flow is extracted. However, there are sampling issues related to using T-junctions to
extract the sidestream flow. Isokinetic sampling probes could be valuable to investigate for future
experiments to reduce the effect of sample extraction related issues. The effects of natural separation
versus forced mixing in the supply tank, droplet size changes, contamination, and microbiological
growth are all likely to affect the OiW measurements and also relevant for future measurement
sensitivity investigations.
7.3. Grey-Box Model Performance
This section discusses the experimental validation of the grey-box model. The tested model
substructure essentially transforms Qu, Qo, and ϕi into εoil . This part of the model, in its current form,
is independent of the previous time-step, which enables it to be simplified into a static function and
valuable in situations with minimal computation power. However, hydrocyclones have both very fast
dynamics, like how pressure relates to flow rate, and very slow dynamics with parameters varying
slowly from long-term changes in oil composition and wear [70]. The hydrocyclone models will
likely benefit from being updated during operation [70]. Another intermediate time scale is how the
proceeding vortex core renders the velocity fields time-dependent, which might yield fluctuations in the
separation performance [23,60]. To investigate and validate the inner velocity profiles, laser-Doppler
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anemometry can be used in future works, similar to what is done in [14,44,45,65,71,72]. The valves
in the virtual flow resistance model contain the only dynamics for the entire proposed model, which
is convenient from an operational point of view, as the valves are controllable inputs. Additionally,
the inlet droplet size distribution may be considered a varying uncontrollable input. One significant
limitation of the model is that εoil is calculated based on Gvol and ϕi, the model prediction performance
suffers from the same uncertainties as ϕi. To reduce these uncertainties, it is recommended to use Gvol
as the performance metric as it is independent of inlet droplet size. Alternatively, ϕi can be estimated
or measured using methods like microscopy or laser light scattering as in [22]. The model assumes
no interaction between the oil droplets and is based on settling speed using Stokes Law, which is
increasingly inaccurate for larger droplet sizes, especially in high radial acceleration regions [23].
It is important to note that neither the measurements nor the model yield the absolute true value.
However, the OiW concentration trends of the measurements and the model are very similar, which is
a good indication that the real system and model have similar sensitivities.
8. Conclusions
Benchmarking a hydrocyclone, using real-time OiW monitors, requires extensive and meticulous
preparations. Most of the issues are caused by the mixture being a two-phase dispersion that naturally
settles over time and the fact that the dispersed oil phase is known to stick to all surfaces the mixture
touches over time. Other issues arise from the low OiW concentration that calls for very sensitive OiW
monitors that heavily relies on proper calibration. Furthermore, two immiscible liquids can provoke
the sampling to be unrepresentable when utilizing sidestreams.
This paper collected and elaborated on a combined hydrocyclone model composed of a virtual
flow resistance model with an extended trajectory model. The performance of the trajectory model
was experimentally compared to the measured hydrocyclone performance on a scaled pilot plant and
yielded good similarities. However, as the real droplet size distribution was unknown, the predicted
performance used a mean droplet size of 15–20 µm. Measuring and benchmarking the model against
various droplet sizes are advised for future investigations. The largest observed differences between
the model and the experimental results appeared in Figure 24a,b, where the model predicted εoil
approached a plateau and the εoil obtained from measurements reached a maximum. This effect could
be due to how changes in the mainstream flow rate affect the inlet droplet size distribution, which is
not considered by the model.
With the good estimation of performance, the model is deemed valuable for purposes, such as a
test-bed for controller designs and generating data for preliminary machine learning models, in the
overarching pursuit for better general operational performance.
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